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We strongly believe that NFTs are here to stay and we see

great potential in blockchain technologies.

The NFT market achieved new heights in the second quarter

of 2021, with $2.5 billion in total sales for the year, up from

just $13.7 million in the first half of 2020.

Despite the fact that NFT technology was developed in

2012, its popularity has drastically increased during the

recent 1-2 years.

NFTs gave us opportunity to raise collectibles and digital art

objects to the next level and enjoy all the fun and

opportunities  associated with them. 
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It has been argued that NFTs can be viewed either in  terms

of their intrinsic value and cultural significance, or as a good

investment that can  lead to higher value over time. We see a

third side as well - the possibility to earn passive income

from NFTs. This is the conceptually new view we based our

project on.

Crypto Mushrooms is a unique NFT project, based on the

Polygon network. Unlike a lot of other collections, which

take one avatar and change its accessories, Crypto

Mushrooms is a collection where each NFT is almost

completely different from the rest of the collection but

always include the motive of mushrooms.

Each NFT in the collection is completely unique!
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Moreover, Crypto Mushrooms is a small exclusive collection

that contain 301 items, not 10,000 or more items like a lot of

other collections. This fact makes the Crypto Mushrooms

collection extremely unique and rare!
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Open your Metamask wallet (if you don't have metamask

wallet - learn how to set up your non-custodial wallet:

Wallet Set Up Guide).

 Go to - http://opensea.io/collection/crypto-mushrooms-

project.

 Select the NFT you want to buy.

 Transfer the funds you need for the acquisition to your

Metamask Wallet.

 Make sure your funds are on the Polygon network and

not on the Ethereum network.

for convenience and accessibility the Crypto Mushrooms

collection is only traded on OpenSea.

*OpenSea is the premiere NFT marketplace where anyone

with a crypto wallet can buy and sell NFT's.

How to buy NFT from the Crypto Mushrooms collection?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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 Open your Metamask wallet (if you don't have

Metamask wallet - learn how to set up your non-

custodial wallet: Wallet Set Up Guide).

 Go to https://opensea.io/account.

 Connect your wallet.

 Pick the NTF you want to sell.

 Set the price you want to receive for it.

If you don't know how to bridge your crypto from the

Ethereum network to the Polygon network: learn How To

bridge tokens from Ethereum to Polygon with MetaMask.

6.  If the NFT you chose is for sale, press on the "Buy" bottom

and complete the acquisition with the following instructions.

if the NFT you chose is not on sale, you can bid on it.

How to Sell NFT from the Crypto Mushrooms collection?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Today NFTs are mostly valued in abstract ways such as

intrinsic value and cultural significance, or as a good

investment that can  lead to higher value over time, the

Crypto Mushrooms collection is here to bring something

new to the table - passive income to holder of the

collection's NFTs.

Each holder of the collection will be able to stake their NFT

on the Mushrooms Farm to collect crypto rewards in the

form of the $MUSH token!

STAKE
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Staking can be a great way to use your crypto assets to

generate passive income through earning crypto rewards,

but unfortunately most crypto assets that can be staked are

cryptocurrencies or crypto tokens. Crypto Mushrooms

holders will be able to stake their NFT's on the Mushrooms

Farm to get interest on their NFTs in the form of the $MUSH

token, while waiting for those NFTs to go up in value!

This is e revolutionary concept in the NFT space and we are

so excited to finally implement it!
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What is an NFT? An NFT, or non-fungible token, is a

unique, identifiable digital asset stored on the

blockchain. An NFT could be a piece of digital artwork, a

collectible, or even a digital representation of a real-life

physical asset. Ownership of an NFT is easily and

uniquely verifiable due to its public listing on the

blockchain.

How do I set up a wallet? Please reference this article to

learn how to set up your non-custodial wallet: Wallet Set

Up Guide.

Where can I see my NFT? Go to

https://opensea.io/account, and connect you wallet.
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We are excited to introduce this revolutionary project built

around new concepts for the NFT world. The ultimate goal

to create a strong and self-sustainable community, which

will support and lead to the success of the partnership idea

we bring to life. 

http://opensea.io/collection/crypto-mushrooms-project

https://discord.io/CryptoMushrooms

https://twitter.com/CryptoMu5h

https://t.me/joinchat/i4lcGDN6EJswYTQ8

https://www.instagram.com/crypto.mushrooms/
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